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Chapter 1 : PHP Store Inventory Management System
In our project "STORES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM " we have automated the stores of the central power distribution
company limited. In Issues module, we have tracked the information regarding the issues of the receipts for the material
that have been stored in the stores of the central power distribution company limited at CPDCL.

The quantity purchased is entered in the stock. As the shoes are purchased from the shoe store, the stocks will
keep on decreasing. Initially the name of the shoe store shop is saved in the database. When a customer enters
the shop and purchases the shoe, the bill will be generated in the billing counter. The name of the customer is
noted down to inform them about any kind of discount available in the store on different occasions. The
message will be sent to the customers respective email id or mobile. The bill counter man is supposed to enter
the type of the shoe purchased, quantity. The rate of each shoe is directly fetched from the system as the rate
will be saved in the master by the admin. No end user has the right to edit the rates other than the Admin.
Admin has high authority over the system. After entering the necessary details, total rate will be automatically
calculated. This is reduces the paper consumption and manpower calculation. After entering the user must
click on save. The record will be saved in the database. To print the bill, the end user must click on print
button. If the printer is connected to the system, the bill will be automatically printed. The printed bill consists
of the name of the shoe store shop name which is fetched from the database as well as the date and time of
billing, shoe name, quantity, rate and total amount. After customer pays the amount, the end user must select
the record and click on paid. The record will directly move to the paid tab. The paid tab consists of all the
sales and bill paid on purchase of shoe. The report can be generated at the end of each month or at the end of
each year. Sample code is provided in the below link. Subscribe if you like our site. Hardware And Software
Requirements.
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Chapter 2 : Bookstore Management System | Gail Carmichael
Store Management System is advanced level project which will be used for overcoming challenges faced now days for
running store using store management system. This System provides advanced level analytics or data to take decisions
and increase business to next level to get more revenue for the store.

Add new item in the database. Firstly gets the input of Category, Type, Name, Artist, Price, Quantity from the
database stringstream function can copy the non-string variable to a string variable. Function ShowAllItems
Shows all the item in the database. Assign result in qstate Finally show the result in the console of all rows in
the database Lastly, Exit Code run for go to main function or exit. Lastly, Exit Code run for go to main
function or exit. Function FindMusic Find items from database Four ways to find items Name, Type, Artist,
Category From the choose of one item from the list the user can search that particular item The program is
smart so if the user type one word then it can find the result with that word. Finally the Exit Code terminates
the program or go to main function or repeat the same function. Function EditItem User can edit any item.
Firstly all the items name and ids are displayed in the console. Than the user can choose only one item and can
edit the item. The user can change the item property or remain the item property same. Function RemoveItem
Firstly shows all the items Name and Id in the database with mysql query Then it check the number is valid or
not if not than show a message If the number is valid than the program execute the mysql delete query and
delete that item from the database and show a message. Function CreateOrder User can create an order. Firstly
the mysql query select all the items from the database and display in the console if the item quantity is more
than zero. It also store the items in an array. Now the user can type the ID of the song. The user can type same
id of the song. It also checks the id validity. Now the program shows the list of the items After that the
program can edit the list item by removing items from the list or buy the items. When the program goes to buy
function then two loops are execute. Then a mysql query is get the current quantity of the item in the database.
Then the quantity calculation, in every purchase the quantity reduce of the respective item. The update mysql
query update the last calculated item quantity in the database. Finally the result message and the total price
pops up in the console. Then the Exit Code executes. Function SoldItems The sold item shows the item all the
items that sold and how many of them are sold with its all property. Then the Exit Code runs.
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Chapter 3 : Best Project Management Software and Tools | Reviews of the Most Popular Systems
Stores Management System is a web based manufacturing system that enables a manufacturing industry to schedule its
manufacturing operations based on the daily update of sales from its dealers.

The entity-relationship diagram of Store Management System shows all the visual instrument of database
tables and the relations between Product, Bill, Stock, Store etc. It used structure data and to define the
relationships between structured data groups of Store Management System functionalities. Store Management
System entities and their attributes: The details of Stock is store into the Stock tables respective with all tables
Each entity Store, Product Quality, Customer, Product, Stock contains primary key and unique keys. The
entity Product Quality, Customer has binded with Stock, Product entities with foreign key There is one-to-one
and one-to-many relationships available between Customer, Bill, Store, Stock All the entities Stock,
Customer, Product Quality, Store are normalized and reduce duplicacy of records We have implemented
indexing on each tables of Store Management System tables for fast query execution. We provide full Python
Web Application Projects with source code. Here students can search easy python projects and get easily
download We can develop simple php mysql project for students who want to use php online projects to learn.
The main aim of this project is to manage all We provide full php online projects for students. The main aim
of the java software projects is to develop web application in college submission. Easy java projects are
available in our website Freeprojectz. We can develop best java software projects code for students who want
to use java projects for learning. The main objective for developing this project was to sell We provides many
types of java software projects to be developed as the final year college project for students. The main
objective for developing this Online Shoe Shopping System project was to sell the shoes of different brands
online. This project provides a lot of features We are providing php online projects with source code for
student purpose. An online shopping project in php with database which will allow formal and informal
merchants Here we are providing best php projects free download with source code, database and
documentation. An Online Fashion Store which will allow formal and informal merchants The main aim of
the php mini projects with documentation is to develop web application in college submission. An Online
Mobile Store which will allow formal and informal
Chapter 4 : Music Store Management System/Project C++ Program with MySQL database | Code with C
The Stores Management System is targeted to automate the almost all of the processes mentioned above to reduce the
clerical labor of the staff working in Stores both technical and as well as Accounts departments using the software
Industry's latest technologies and cost effective tools there by providing the better control to the management by
avoiding manual errors etc.

Chapter 5 : Store Management System ER Diagram | FreeProjectz
Lines Of Code (LOC): The source code of this "Store Management System in C++" is about lines. Also, it is password
protected. The password to enter this system is "projectnotes" (all with lower case).

Chapter 6 : BOOK STORE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM by shubham bhumkar on Prezi
BookStore Management System is the web application to automate all kinds of operations in the book shop. This project
which maintains records of sales, purchase and staff records.

Chapter 7 : Stores Management System - Free Student Projects
This mini project is the sample project for managing book store. Project system that offers many flexible and convenient
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feature. Only basic knowledge of computers is required for operation. Consist of all information of books and books sold
to the customer. Improved customer service through greater.

Chapter 8 : Store Management System Project in Java - ProjectsGeek
As the name suggests, the Mobile Store Management System application which deals with maintaining the inventory
and the billing process with great ease. The owners of the mobile shop can solely depend on this application.

Chapter 9 : ERP Cloud Software | AI ERP Cloud Products for Enterprise | Infor
Music Library Management System have to manage various musical items comes with number of models and variety.
Maintaining all musical records such as create order, calculate bill, add new music in database, edit the music
description, and delete any item from large music library was not an easy task on regular basis.
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